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Optical properties of RbMnF&. Er +
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Absorption, emission, excitation, and lifetime data are presented for RbMnF, :Er'+. Evidence for
Mn' ~Er'+ energy transfer was found from the Er'+ excitation spectra and the temperature dependence of
the Mn'+ and Er'+ emissions. The presence of Er'+ in the lattice slightly changed the temperature
dependence of the Mn + lifetime. Radiative and radiationless transitions are discussed in terms of the model
of Flaherty and Di Bartolo and the quantum-mechanical single-configuration coordinate model of Struck
and Fonger.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last twenty years concentrated mangan-
ese systems such as RbMnF, and MnF, have been
studied by a large number of investigators. ' "
Early studies emphasized low-temperature ab-
sorption spectra'" and a determination of the en-
ergy levels for the observed bands. Emission
studies' ' ' revealed a strong temperature de-
pendence of the integrated fluorescent intensity
and lifetime. Since both RbMnF, and MnF, are
antiferromagnetic below the Neel temperature
(T„), this temperature dependence of the emission
was originally interpreted as being due to a local
lattice distortion coupled with magnetic interaction
of excited Mn" ions. Later Gooen et aL' and
Green et al,.' found that energy transfer was the
active process with emission originating from Mn"
sites perturbed by nearby impurities. An excel-
lent review of this process has been given by Im-
busch. " Further evidence for energy transfer was
found using the system RbMnplg, ,F, where it
was demonstrated that energy transfer occurred
in crystals containing more than 30-at. )(I Mn"."

The effect of the presence of rare-earth ions on
energy transfer has been investigated. Emissions
from Nd" in RbMnF '"Er" in MnF """Eu"
in MnF»"" "and Eu" in KMnF„" "have been
observed and analyzed. Flaherty and Di Bartolo"
found that in MnF, :Er"a delocalized energy was
transferred nonradiatively to the erbium for sub-
sequent emission. from the F,/2 and lower levels.
Also it should be noted that emission has not been
observed from the '$3/2 level of Er" in MnF, al-
though its absorption energy may be found by laser
excitation. "

In this study we examined RbMnF, :Er"and com-
pared it to undoped RbMnF, . Section II considers
experimental methods, apparatus, and actual dop-
ing levels of Er". Section III describes the ob-
served absorption, emission, excitation, and life-
time data. In Sec. IV we discuss the fluorescent
properties of RbMnF, :Er"and MnF, :Er". Radia-
tive and radiationless relaxation are discussed in

terms of the integrated intensity and lifetime mod-
el of Flaherty and Di Bartolo~ and the quantum-
mechanical single-conf iguration-coordinate model
(QMSCC) of Struck and Fonger. ""

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The crystals used in this study were obtained
through the courtesy of J. J. Martin of the Okla-
homa State University Crystal Growth Facility.
The concentration of Er" was determined to be
-3000 ppm from mass spectroscopy and -500 ppm
from the absorption coefficients and estimated
oscillator strengths. "" The melt contained 1 at.$
of Er.

Low temperature optical absorption spectra
were obtained using a Cary-14 spectrophotometer.
The samples were mounted in a CTI Cryodyne
Cryocooler with a resistance heater which al-
lowed temperature control within +1 K from 13 to
300 K.

Since the Er" emission occurs over a wide spec-
tral range tmo different fluorescent systems mere
used. In the first system chopped light from a
150-% xenon lamp was passed through a 0.25-m
Spex Minimate Monochrometer to excite the crys-
tals. Emission spectra mere obtained using a 1-m
Jarrell-Ash Monochrometer with a RCA 31034C
photomultiplier cooled to -20'C. Lock-in detec-
tion was used for sufficiently short lifetimes.
The tmo infrared Er" transitions were excited
using a 300-% xenon lamp and another 0.25-m
Spex Minimate. The infrared emission was dis-
persed by a 0.5-m Bausch and Lomb Monochrom-
eter with grating blazed at one micron and de-
tected by either a dry ice cooled RCA V102 photo-
multiplier or an Optoelectronics OTC 22-53~
tmo stage thermoelectrically cooled PbS cell.
When monitoring emission from the &9/2 I15/2,
'I9/ -'I15/2 and 'I13/2-'Il, /2 transitions the fol-
lowing filters were used: Corning CS3-69,
Corning CS2-64 sharp cutoff, and a Corning CSV-
5V. The detection systems were calibrated using
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FIG. 2. Low-temperature optical absorption spectra
for RbMnF3..Er '. The energy of each of the Mn ' and
Er3' absorption peaks is tabulated in Table I.

A. Manganese emission

At very low temperatures only intrinsic Mn~
emission occurs in RbMnF„but by 5 K the ob-
served 582-nm (5820 A in Fig. l) band is present
due to energy transfer to impurity perturbed Mn
ions and subsequent emission from these sites. ' '

a quartz iodine lamp with spectrum traceable to
the National Bureau of Standards.

Lifetime data mere taken using a General Radio
Strobatac Xenon flash (-5-p, sec pulse) through an
appropriate filter (Oriel No. 5755 interference
filter for Mn" and a Corning 4-96 broadband filter
to pump Mn~ absorption bands for Er" emission).
After preamplification the signal was fed into a
Nicolet Model 1070 signal averaging system. For
faster lifetimes a Biomation Model 610B high-
speed digitizer was used to capture the signal and
transmit it digitally to the Nicolet Signal Aver-
ager. The averaged results were analyzed using
a PDP-11 minicomputer.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The energy levels for Mn" and Er" ions in
RbMnF, are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.
The Er" levels are denoted by a ' "L~ notation
mhere S is the total spin, L is the total orbital
angular momentum, and J= I.+9. This notation is
standard for rare ep, rths where the crystal-field
interaction is smaller than the spin-orbit interac-
tion. Two notations are shown for Mn~ absorption
bands. The letters of the alphabet on the left-hand
side refer to an early labeling. ' The other set of
symbols on the right is the standard crystal-field"
group theory notation for Mn". The superscripts
(2S+ 1) indicate the spin of the Mn" and Er" of
the transitions. Actual positions of the Mn~ bands
were taken from the lorn-temperature optical ab-
sorption spectrum shown in Fig. 2. It should be
noted that in addition to the strong Mn~ absorption
bands weaker Er" absorption bands are observed.
The peak positions are summarized in Table I.

Level
Mn2+

Energy (cm ~)

Er"
Level Energy (cm-~)

4
Tge

4T2e

4E,

4Ai

4Tfe

38 240.9

32 959.9
32 626.4
32 478
28498.1
28312
28 232.6
28 011.2
25 994
25 879
25 682
25 396.8
25 236
25138

23 329
23 095

22 321

19230.7
19094

18 722
18628.9
18395
18292

4G)(h

26 759
26 652
26 367
26 212

15 500

10 511

6 596.3
6 574.62

6 563.4
6 560

6 544.5
6 524
6 513.8

6 504

Strongest.

TABLE I. Energies of Mn and Er + absorption
peaks observed at 13 K in RbMnF3..Er +.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the temperature dependence
of the Mn2+ integrated fluorescent for RbMnF3 and

RbMnF3. Er3+. The intensities shown for RbMnF3 and
RbMnF3. Er ' are unrelated.

As the temperature is increased to above 40 K,
energy transfer occurs from these sites to differ-
ent defect-perturbed Mn" ions which have shorter
lifetimes. This luminescence occurs at 630-nm
(6300 A in Fig. 1). The 630-nm band decreases in

intensity until no emission is detectable above 120
K. These results are portrayed in Figs. 3 and 4
for undoped RbMnF, and RbMnF, :Er". The pres-
ence of the larger Er" ion in the lattice obviously
causes some perturbation just as does the addition
of the smaller Mg' for Mn"." Moreover, in the
case of erbium doping there is need for charge
compensation, such as a positive ion vacancy,
for each Er" ion. The error bars shown in Fig. 4
for the lifetime measurements of the 630-nm
bands are large because of the much greater in-
tensity of the 582-nm band (and its long lifetime)
at temperatures below 40 K. Above this temper-
ature, of course, the 582-nm band has disappeared
and the error bars are much less.

The data shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are similar to
the previously published results of Holloway et

FIG. 4. (a) Comparisonof the temperature dependence of
the lifetime for the 582-nm (17182-cm ~) emission from
nominally pure RbMnF3 and Er '-doped RbMnF3. The
calculated temperature dependence of the lifetime using
an activation process is shown by a dotted line for
RbMnF3 and a straightline for RbMnF3..Er '. (b) Compar-
ison of the temperature dependence of the lifetime for
the 630-nm (15873 cm ) emission from nominally pure
RbMnF3 and Er ' doped RbMnF3.

gl. ' and Gooen et gL' for undoped material. The
minor difference between the data presented here
and that of Gooen et gl. ' for the temperature de-
pendence of the lifetime for the 582-nm emission
is most likely due to sample variation rather than
to measurement error. ' '" The temperature de-
pendence of the lifetime of the 582-nm emission
can be fit with an "activation-type" expression of
the form

1/r = 1/r + (1/r„„)e ~ ~

In this case r„„is the nonradiative lifetime, 6 is
an activation energy, and v, is assumed to be the
radiative lifetime. A summary of these param-
eters is given in Table II together with those from

19,20, 23 ~ 34 35

Several peripheral experimental observations
may be of interest. The sharp line structure on
the high energy side of the 630-nm band for both

TABLE D. Lifetime fitting parameters for the temperature dependence of the impurity-
perturbed Mn2+ emission in similar crystals.

Material &0 (msec) TNR (msec) & (cm-~)

RbMnF3
RbMnF3 (Ref. 8)
RbMnF, :E r3+

MnF2 (Ref. 23)
MnF2. Er + (Ref. 23)
KMnF3 (Ref. 19,34)
RbMg„Mn& „F3 (Ref. 2p)

X= 0.3
X= 0.6

63
55
49
38
34
60

47
33

4x 10-5
1p-6
1.68x1p-
2.5 x]p-5
10-3

10 3

5x 10~

227
300
320
250
250

285
304
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FIG. 5. Low-temperature emission spectra for
RbMnF3. Er '. The broadband and the associated high-
energy lines can be attributed, respectively, to im-
purity perturbed Mn2' and their associated zero phonon
lines. The emissions at 15000, 9813, and 6464 cm ~

are due to Er3'. No emission was observed from either
the S3/2 or the I&/2 levels of Er '. The curve has been
corrected for spectral response and the relative inten-
sities of the different bands may be compared.
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FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the integrated
emission intensity for each of the observed Er3' tran-
sitions in Fig. 5. The relative intensities may be diff-
erent (+50Vp) than shown because of interfering Mn '
emission and the temperature dependence of lifetime.

B. EH+ emission

The low-temperature emission spectrum for
RbMnF3:Er' is shown in Fig. 5. The intense
emission in the high-energy region of the spec-
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FIG. 6. Expanded view of the E9/2 —I»/2 and If f/2
Ifs/2 emissions in RbMnF3. Er + at T 13 K.

the doped and undoped material is different than
that for the 582-nm emission. There are differ-
ences also between the doped and undoped speci-
mens in the sharp line sequences. It was ob-
served that the intensity of the Mn~ emission takes
a time t to reach a maximum before decaying
and for the temperature range of 25-30 K our ob-
servations agreed with those reported by Gooen
et al. '

trum is due to Mn". The sharp l.ines are mostly
impurity-perturbed zero phonon lines. ' On the
low-energy side of the Mn2' emission, near 15 000
cm ', the 'E, /2 Igs/2 emission for Er" is shown.
The groups of lines in the 9813 and 6464 cm ' re-
gions are transitions from the 'Ijz/2 and E&3/

levels of Er" to the ground state. Henceforth we
will refer to these Er" transitions under the ar-
rows in Fig. 5 by the level from which they origi-
nate.

In Fig. 6 an expanded view of 'J",/, and 'I»/,
luminescence is shown. Since the Mn~ lifetime
is very long at low temperatures, the Mn~ back-
ground was subtracted from the 'F», emission by
placing a 450-Hz chopper in the exciting light.
Integration of the emission intensity of Er ' re-
sults in a plot of the temperature dependence of
the intensity as shown in Fig. 7. The rise in Er'
intensity occurs in the same temperature region
that the Mn" intensity decreases. This suggests
energy transfer from Mn"-Er". For each of the
three Er" transitions shown a different detector
was used to obtain the integrated intensity. An es-
timate of the relative intensities was made by
comparing the J', /, and 'Iyg/2 emissions with an
HCA7102 photomultiplier tube. The 'I„/, and

Iy3/2 emissions were compared with a pbS cell.
The relative intensities may be different +50 be-
cause of interferring Mn" emission and the tem-
perature dependence of lifetime.

In Fig. 8 low-temperature excitation spectra
are shown for Mn' and the 'F, /, Er" emissions
(see Fig. 5). The similarity of the manganese
excitation spectrum (dashed line) with the Er"
excitation spectrum (solid line) indicates that
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there is Mn"-Er" energy transfer. In addition
to the broad Mn" excitation bands, several sharp
lines are observed. These are due to direct ex-
citation of the erbium and are emphasized by ar-
rows. As the temperature is raised to 40 K, the
excitation bands due to Mn' increase in intensity
while the 'E,&,Er" excitation band remains rela-
tively constant. As the temperature is increased
to 300 K the manganese bands decrease in inten-
sity but are still clearly distinguishable. Similar
behavior was found for the 'I,«, and 'I$3y, Er'
em iss ions.

From the overlap of the Mn" emission with the
'E», band shown in Fig. 5, it is clear that any at-
tempt to measure the lifetime of the E,&, should
be a sum of at least two exponentials. Fortunate-
ly, below 120 K the Mn" emission has a much
longer lifetime than '+,&,. This allows for an easy
separation. Above 140 K, the Mn" emission in-
tensity and lifetime have decreased sufficiently to
be no longer a problem. A single exponential de-
cay is found for the 'E,&, portion of the total de-
cay. The temperature dependence of the lifetimes
for the three Er" luminescence transitions is de-
picted in Fig. 9.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, energy transfer
from Mn" ions can populate the '+»., level of Er',
resulting in emission. It is clear also that non-
radiative transitions from 'E,&, to 'I», and sub-
sequently to 'Izy/p and 'I„&, take place. This
means that both the 'I„&, and 'I»&, emissions can
increase in intensity as a function of time before
decaying because of the nonradiative transitions
from the upper levels. This type of decay is often
called "fluorescent rise type" of decay. " A fluo-
rescent rise type of decay was not observed for
the I»&~ emission on the time scales used to mea-
sure the single exponential decay. However, the

~0 ooo ~
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FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the lifetimes for
the Er3' emission bands. The lines correspond to the
lifetimes predicted by the theory of Struck and Fonger
(Ref. 26). The parameters used for the F9/f If5/f
and the Iffy&- Ifsy& transitions are summarized in
Tables III and IV.
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FIG. j.0. Emission intensity from the If3/p level. of
Er ' in BbMnF3 at T =33 K as a function of time. The
points are experimental and the curve a theoretical fit.

'I»» emission was found to be the fluorescent rise
type of decay. As the temperature increased the
time (t ) to reach the maximum intensity de-
creased. This behavior of the 'I»&, emission is
illustrated in Fig. 10.

IV. DISCUSSION

A Manganese emission

It has been shown that MnF, contains a few ppm
of impurities such as Ca, Zn, and Mg. ' This is
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most likely also the case for RbMnF, . Distinct
zero phonon lines are associated with each type
of impurity for the perturbed Mn" emission at
582-nm. "" It is not known at this time what type
of defect or impurity is responsible for the per-
turbed Mn" emission at 630-nm. Since the excita-
tion spectra of these bands are the same and
are identical with the Mn ' intrinsic absorption
it is clear that energy transfer occurs from
unperturbed ions, which have very long life-
times, to the perturbed ions. As the sample tem-
perature is increased, energy transfer is en-
hanced. The fitting of the temperature dependence
of the lifetime of the 582-nm emission by an acti-
vation type curve [Eq. (1)] with 6 as an activation
energy is possible, but the existence of different
values of 4 for the various crystals suggests that
the levels are perturbed by impurit:ies and/or me-
chanical strain.

8. Erbium emission

When an Er' ion substitutes for a Mn~ ion in
RbMnF, it has O„symmetry unless the charge
compensating defect is close by. If O„symmetry
is assumed, then the crystal field should split the
'F», level into three levels, the 'I»&, level into
four, and the 'I„&,and 'I»» into five levels
each. " This indicates that the ground state should
have at least five levels upon which emission from
an excited state can terminate. In Fig. 6 the
emission from the 'F,&, and I»y2 excited states
have been aligned to determine if bands can be de-
tected in both which agree and may be due to
transitions to the ground state levels. Although
these emission bands are very similar to those
reported earlier' it is expected that the ground
state levels will be split by less than 300 cm '.
The extent of the spectra shown in Fig. 6 is 750
cm '. The excited state levels have very small
splittings and thermal population of these levels
is possible. """This complicates the picture
considerably. For example, the temperature de-
pendence of the major peaks in Fig. 6 differ and
although there is a suggestion that bands with en-
ergy separations of 150, 300, 550, and 'l00 cm '
are related to the same transitions, it is not pos-
sible to be certain.

C. Mn2+~ Era+ energy transfer

The best evidence for Mn"- Er" energy transfer
is shown in Fig. 8 by the presence of manganese
bands in the Er" excitation spectra. Direct ex-
citation of the Er" absorption bands is noted but
most of the emission is a result of Mn~- Er"
energy transfer. The fact that the Mn ' excitation
bands can be seen in the Er" excitation spectrum

at room temperature suggests that the energy-
transfer process is nonradiative. Additional evi-
dence for this nonradiative energy transfer is
found by comparing the decrease in manganese
emission intensity between 10-50 K with a corre-
sponding increase in the Er" intensity in the same
temperature region. This is contrary to expected
behavior for radiative energy transfer. More-
over, this increase of the Er' emission with tem-
perature corresponds to the same temperature
region in which repopulation of the intrinsic Mn'
band from the 582-nm level occurs.

The model of Flaherty and Di Bartolo" with
some modifications can be used to help explain
these observations. It is possible that at very low
temperatures the Mn" "exciton" is free to move
through the lattice. As the temperature is raised
to 20-K exciton-phonon interactions decrease the
number of excitons available to interact with the
Er". This is evidenced by an initial decrease in
the intensity of the Er" emission and a slight de-
crease in the impurity-perturbed manganese emis-
sion. At 40 K the 582-nm band is thermally re-
populating the number of available excitons so that
the Er' emission increases. As the temperature
is raised further exciton-phonon interactions and
Er"-phonon interactions become increasingly
competitive. The result is a decrease in the Er"
emission. Clearly this suggested model warrants
further experimental investigation.

D. Radiative and nonradiative relaxation of Er3+ in RbMnF3

Over the years a number of different tech-
niques"~"" "have been developed to determine
multiphonon rates. Independent of the above tech-
niques which require either an absolute measure-
ment or calculation of the radiative rate, Struck
and Fonger'~' have developed a quantum-mechan-
ical single-conf iguration-coordinate model which
can explain the temperature dependence of life-
times. When absorption, emission and lifetime
data are available a prediction of the temperature
dependence of the nonradiative rate can be made
and a reasonable configuration coordinate diagram
can be constructed using the available data and the
Struck and Fonger analysis. This will allow a de-
termination of the nonradiative rates. The model
will be checked by an independent calculation of
the nonradiative rate using the model of Flaherty
and Di Bartolo which requires lifetimes and in-
tegrated intensities at two different temperatures
for two levels.

The QMSCC model of Struck and Fonger predicts
the temperature quenching of the lifetime from the
seven following experimentally related parameters:
Par is the interacting phonon energy, p~ is the
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number of these phonons emitted over the energy
gap of interest, T is the temperature, g„„is the
relative offset of the two parabolas in the config-
uration-coordinate curve, 8 which is related to the
ratio of the interacting phonon frequencies of the
two levels, and finally, N„„and R„„which are the
nonradiative and radiative electronic factors. A

simplified flowchart to calculate the temperature
quenching of the lifetime has been described else-
where. " Basically p and 8 are inserted into the
Mannebach recursion relations ' to calculate the
overlap integrals ((u„~v )) of the nth harmonic os-
cillator wave function of the u parabola with re-
spect to the mth harmonic oscillator wave function
of the y parabola. The radiative and nonradiative
rates (R~ „and N~ ) are related to these overlapt'v" ~v
integrals through the U term in following expres-

Pv
sions:

N~„„=N„„U9 ) R~ „=R„„U~

which are partially governed by their respective
energy balances for the transition

hv, ~ ppso„+h—v~ =0,

hv, ~
—p„5v„=0.

Here hp, ~
refers to the zero-phonon energy,

while hv refers to photon energy of all unre-
0v

solved radiative transitions with quantum number

p . These energy balances together with 8 select
v

particular overlap matrix elements for calcula-
tion of U in the following expression":

~v

U, =g (1 r„) „-[f.( .u. . , ~

v&'

+(1-f )(u, „~v )'j

for pvo-0. (4)
20- RbMnF&

' Er~'

was used

1/r =R„„+N„„U~ (5)

where R„„=1/7, is the low-temperature radiative
lifetime. An experimental estimate of N„„can be
obtained from the compliance constants measured
for RbMnF, at 4.2 K." A maximum value for N„„
was found to be 1.3 x 10" sec '. For these calcu-
lations a N„„of 1 x 10"sec ' was used for all
cases. An analysis of the temperature dependence
of the 'I»&, lifetime can now be made.

Since Er" is shielded by the 5s and 5p orbitals,
a first approach to constructing a configuration
coordinate diagram is to assume 8=45', i.e. , all
the levels have the same interacting phonon fre-
quency. An interacting phonon frequency of 267
cm ' was used. This number is in good agreement
with the infrared ref lectivity data of Perry and
Young. " From the absorption and emission peaks
g„, is found to be 0.38. From the zero phonon en-
ergy pv is approximately 24, thus taking pv= 24,
g„,=0.38, jg™w„=267cm ', 8=45', and N„„=1x10"
sec ' a temperature-independent lifetime was
found as evidenced by the straight line in Fig. 9.
These data can also be used along with an effec-
tive mass of six fluorines to construct a configu-
ration coordinate diagram as shown in Fig. 11
where it can be seen that the 'I/3/ p parabola does
not cross the ground-state parabola.

Next we consider the I»&, level which has non-
radiative decay only to the 'I»&, level. Clearly,
pv will be smaller in this case due to the smaller
energy gap. The best obtained fit is illustrated by

Note first that the term outside the square brack-
ets predicts the temperature dependence of the
rate through the Boltzmann factor [r„=exp(-h &up

hT)]. The remaining undefined variables a,re as
follows: i is the smallest integer ~(hu&gh&u„)m

and f = i - (hugh~„)m = i —(tan'8)m. Second,
note that for 8=45', h~„=br'„, and f =0. This
means in the equal force constant case (8= 45')

U~ (45 )= W~ = Q (1-r„)r„(u~ ~v )'

E
16-

O

O

l2-

(3
K

8-
UJ

Mn

Er~ ."F9~,

'412

for pv~ 0. (5)

Thus for pv equal to 14, the sum mould start on
the fourteenth row down with m = 0 and then prog-
ressively down a diagonal (i.e. , (u» ~v, )',
(u„~v,)', etc.). Using trial data these matrix ele-
ments squared and their sums reproduced the
tables presented in Hefs. 26 and 28. For com-
parison with experiment the following expression

-IO -5 0 5 IO 15

CONFIGURATION COORDINATE

(IO I2m)

1r
~IS/2 I& I& 0

FIG. 11. Configuration coordinate diagram for the
lower levels of Er ' in RbNnF3. This figure can be
used to show the energy of absorption bands in Fig. 1,
the emission band energies in Fig. 5 and finally the
temperature quenching of the lifetime shown in Fig. 9.
An energy-level diagram with the three observed
transitions is shown on the right.
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TABLE IG. Results obtained using Struck and Fonger's matrix method for the Igf/2 Q5/2

emission of Er + in RbMnF3. The parameters used are as follows: p& =14, &„„=1.9, +w„
= 267 cm, 8= 45', andN„„= 1x10 sec- .

T (K) 10-~'U&~ &ol )p& &p& (cm- ) &~ (sec ) eppes
(msec) ~, (msec)

15
40
52
70
87

125
175
200
210
236
247
260
278
297

1.11
1.11
1.12
1.16
1.28
1.97
4.61
7.48
9.11

15.29
19.03
24.62
35.06
52.57

9.4x 10-
8.8x10~
8.1x 10-'
0.054
0.16
0.63
1.63
2.22
2.46
3.13
3.42
3.76
4.24
4.81

7 ]x 1p -12 2.31x 10-8

6.6x 1p -5 0.214
6.1x 10-4 1.97
4.1x10 3 13.3
0.012 39.2
0.048 155.5
0.125 397
0.17 541
0.19 602
0.243 763.8
0.266 834
0.294 917
0.334 1035.4
0.381 1173.4

19.1
19.23
20.3
26.4
42.4
2.03

2 x10'
6.3 x10'
9.1 x10'
2.7 x 1Q

4.2x 104

6.8 x 104

1.3 x 105

2.5x 105

8.4
10
7.9
8.3
9.7
7.5
7.3
6.0
6.1
5.15
5.4
3.7
1
0.75

9
9
9
9

8.9
8.4
6.8
5.7
5.2

4
3.4
2.9
2.2
1.6

the broken line in Fig. 9. Actual experimental and
theoretical values together with other parameters
such as U~ (m)~, (m)„, E~ (cm '}, and A~ are
given in Table QI. g„„in this "best" fit case is
the relative displacement of the 'Izz/2 parabola
with respect to the I»/, parabola. Again from
absorption and emission peak positions an abso-
lute displacement between the 'Igg/2 parabola and
the ground state parabola. of 2.3 can be determined.
This is approximately the sum of 0.38 and 1.9.

For the case of the temperature quenching of
the lifetime for the E,/, emission it is assumed
that the 'F, /, nonradiatively feeds only the 'I, /, .
The best fit for the QMSCC model to the data is
illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 9. A sum-
mary of the various parameters is given in Table
IV. An g„„of1.49 represents the relative dis-
placement of the 'F», parabola from the ~Ig/,
parabola. From absorption and emission mea-
surements the absolute displacement of the 'E, /,
parabola is 1.93. Looking at the 'I~ paraboli con-

structed so far it seems physically reasonable
that for increasing J the parabola's should be in-
creasingly offset from zero. With this in mind the
absolute displacement of the I,/, can be esti-
mated as 1.93+ 1.49= 3.42. The displacement of
the 'I»/, was found previously to be 2.28. Thus
the following parameters should be inserted into
the Struck and Fonger matrix method to predict
the nonradiative rate between 'Ig/2 and Iyg/2..
8=45', g„„=3.42-2.28=1.14, p~=8, jgu„=267,
and N'„„=1x10' sec '. The results predicted
from these parameters are given in Table V.

The nonradiative rate for the levels at low tem-
peratures can now be plotted versus the energy
gap between these different levels. This is shown
in Fig. 12. Note that the predicted nonradiative
rate between 'I», and 'I»/, lies very close to the
line drawn through the rates for E,/2 and Izz/2.
Thus, the Struck and Fonger matrix method pre-
dicts an experimentally reasonable energy gap law

dependence. Energy gap parameters and phonon

TABLE IV. Results obtained using Struck and Fonger's matrix method for the E&/2
—

1&5/2 emission of Er + in
RbMnF3. The parameters used are as follows: pz = 10, a„„=1.49, kv„= 267 cm, 8=45', and 1V„„=1x 1p' sec-'.

13
50
72

100
116
140
187
197
215
240

0.44
Q.44
Q.46
0.53
0.61
0.79
1.46
1.69
2.19
3.16

1.36 x1p-"
4.5 x10-'
0.047
0.215
0.37
0.67
1.43
1.61
1.95
2.43

1.37 x10-~3
4.53x10 4

4.8 x10-'
0.022
0.037
0.068
0.146
0.165
0.2
0.25

&pg (cm )

3.27 x10-«
1.07

11.4
51.6
88.96

161.3
341
385
466
581

&pg (103 sec )

4.38
4.54
5.75

11.1
18.4
41.5

205
284
500

1044

«~t(psec)

39.6
40.5
40.5
40.0
39.7
35.0
24.5
25
20
15.0

c (@sec)

34.4
34.4
34.4
33.3
32.4
30.7
25.4
24.0
21.4
17.7
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TABLE V. Results obtained using Struck and Fonger's matrix method for the &9h and &f$/g

levels of Er + in RbMnF3. The parameters used are as follows: pv = 8, a~= 1.14, K~ = 267
8 =45', and N„y = 1 x 1Q sec

T (K) 10 Upv &&v (cm- ) &~v (10 sec ) N U&v(104 sec ')

15
40
52
70
87

125
175
200
210
236
247
260
278
299

2.23
2.23
2.24
2.29
2.43
3.14
5.26
7.05
7.95

10.88
12.44
14.55
18.05
23.14

5.96 x10-~~

5.52 x10-
5.1 x10 3

0.03
0.1
0.4

1
1.4
1.6
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.7
3.1

7.13x j.p-&2

6.6 x10-'
6.1 x10-
4.1 x10-'
0.01
0.05
0.12
0.17
0.19
0.24
0.26
0.29
0.33
0.38

1 39x1p-8
0.12
1.2
8

23.7
94

242
330
368
468
512
564
638
V25

2.22
2.23
2.31
2.7
3.6
9.3

38.7
76.6
99.5

190
247
333
500
770

2.23
2.23
2.24
2.29
2.43
3.14
5.26
7.05
7.95

10.88
12.44
14.55
18.05
23.14

coupling parameters are summarized for several
materials containing Er" in Table VI.

Now that a configuration coordinate diagram
(Fig. 11) has been constructed it should be pointed
out that the lack of emission from the I,/, level
can be explained by the relatively low intersection
of I9/ 2 w ith lzz / 2 This is consistent with the
high nonradiative rates in Table V.

As mentioned earlier Flaherty and Di Bartolo'~
have developed an expression to determine the

NORMALIZED ENERGY GAP

0 5 IO l5 20 25

MnF&: Er~'-

UJ

K IP5
I-

nonradiative transition rate between two levels A
and B. It seems prudent to compare their method
with the QMSCC model. The time dependence of
the rise in 'I»/, intensity is controlled by the non-
radiative rate p~ between the 'I»&,(A) and
'I„&,(B) parabolas and the lifetime of the 'I»&, .
Using the two rate equations

dtlA

dt
= -"(p.+p~) =-n.p.

and

dg
+A~AB +B~B &

Flaherty and Di Bartolo~ developed the following
expression for the time dependence of the 'lg3/
emission:

ie
O
CO
CO

IP4

z
Or
CL— Io~.—I-

/2

ns(f) n~(0} P~
ne(0} ns(0) P„-Ps )

nA(0) pAB &-y

n, (o) p„-p,
where

p„=1/r„and ps=1/rs.

(9)

O IO

Equation (9) can be derived by taking the Laplace

cn t III/2

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
ENERGY GAP. lLE (IO~cm ') Material C (sec ~) e (cm)

Energy-gap law parameters for several
materials conta&~~ erbium.

FIG. 12. Spontaneous multiphonon transition rate
versus gap energy of Er3' in RbMnF3. The fitting para-
meters for the line shown are given in Table VI. The
data points were taken from the values for the product

N„QJ&„at 15 K in Tables IG, IV, and V.

RbMnF:Er3+
MnF2. Er+ (Ref. 25)
Y203.Er + (Ref 34)

1.06 10 4.7 10 0.179
5.5 x10' 4.3 x10-3 p.259
2.V x10 3.8x1Q 3 0.12
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transform of Eqs. (7) and (8) and expanding in
partial fractions. At low temperatures p» can
be estimated from the Struck and Fonger calcula-
tion to be 11.1 sec '. At 33 K, p„= 111 sec ' and

p~= 35.V sec '. Substituting these values into Eq.
(8) it is seen in Fig. 10 that the theory matches
the experimental data. By setting the derivative
of Eq. (9) to zero, the time (t ) the intensity
takes to reach a maximum can be calculated by
the following formula~:

PB PB(PJL PB) ns(0)
ps —px pw p+~ ng(0)

(10)

For T, =184 K, we have r„(T,)=0.027 msec,
vs(T, ) =6.5 msec, and Is(T,)/I„(T, ) = 2.05. ln the
case of T, = 222 K, we have r„(T,) = 0.02 msec,
vs(T, ) = 5.4 msec, and Is(T,)/I„(T,) = 0.25. From
these values p» is found to be 2.26 x 10' sec '.
From Table IV, p»=Ã„„U~ at 215 K is 2.19
x 10~ sec ' which is in reasonable agreement. The
nonradiative rates p» and ps~ may be compared
absolutely at two temperatures" by the following

Substituting the values given above and determin-
ing ns(0)/n„(0) by normalization of Eg. (9) to ex-
periment, a value of 13.2 msec can be found. As
the temperature increases, t decreases con-
sistent with the increase in the nonradiative rate
4a.

Flaherty and Di Bartolo~ also have developed an
expression for the nonradiative rate between two
levels Q and B using only lifetimes and integrated
intensities of these levels at two different temper-
atures. Let level A be the 'E,&, level and level B
be 'I»f, . Experimentally, emission is observed
from levels g and B but not from the intermediate

This means that the nonradiative rate should
be much more than the radiative rate from 'I,&,.
In other words, all ions excited into the 'I,&,
state should decay into 'I»&,. Thus, the nonradia-
tive rate between level A and B predicted by Fla-
herty and Di Bartolo should reflect the rate be-
tween the 'Il, &, and 'I,&, levels. The expression
developed by Flaherty and Di Bartolo is as fol-
lows:

expressions:

P~(Ta) &s(T,) Ig(T, ) Is(T,}
P~(T~) &s(T,) Is(T, ) I„(T,)
&SF (T2} &gy~p (T2) Up (T,)

(13)

Again from Table IV at 215 K p zz(184) = 1.45 x 10~

sec '. Substituting the numbers into Egs. (13) and
(12),

Uq (T,) / U (T,) = 1.72,
V V

(12)

while

p (T,)/p„(T, ) = 2.34.

Thus the configuration-coordinate model predicted
by the use of Struck and Fonger is within 25% of
the Flaherty and Di Bartolo calculation. It would
be possible to match the two calculations exactly
by choosing a lower N„„value for the Struck and
Fonger model.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work was supported by NSF Grant No. DMR
77-12594. One of us (M.V.I.) was a 3M Company
Fellow whose support is appreciated. Many help-
ful discussions with R. C. Powell are also grate-
fully acknowledged.

(i) A small effect due to the presence of Er" on
the Mn~ emission was noted when the temperature
dependence of the lifetimes was compared for
RbMnF, and RbNnF, :Er".

(ii} No emission was observed from the ~I,&,
or 'S,&, levels of Er" in RbMnF, .

(iii) The temperature dependence of the emis-
sion integrated intensity and excitation spectra
indicated nonradiative Mn -Er" energy transfer.

(iv} The I~3(2- I~5(2 and I~,(2 I~,(, emissions
of Er" were found to have lifetimes between 0.'l5-
35 msec.

(v) The matrix method of Struck and Fonger,
together with absorption and emission energies,
were used to construct a configuration-coordinate
diagram. Nonradiative rates predicted by the
Struck and Fonger analysis were compared with
intensity versus time data of the 1»&2 and the
predictions of the model of Flaherty and Di Bar-
tolo. Good agreement was obtained.
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